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By Janet Evanovich

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Where there s smoke there s fire, and no one knows this better than New Jersey bounty
hunter Stephanie Plum. Dead bodies are showing up in shallow graves on the empty construction
lot of Vincent Plum Bail Bonds. No one is sure who the killer is, or why the victims have been offed,
but what is clear is that Stephanie s name is on the killer s list. Short on time to find the murderer,
Stephanie is also under pressure from family and friends to choose between her on-again-off-again
boyfriend, Trenton cop Joe Morelli, and the bad boy in her life, security expert Ranger. Stephanie s
mom wants her to dump them both for a former high school football star who s just returned to
town. Stephanie s sidekick, Lula, suggests a red-hot boudoir bake-off. And Joe s old-world
grandmother gives Stephanie the eye, which may mean that it s time to get out of town. With a
cold-blooded killer after her, a handful of hot men, and a capture list that includes a dancing bear
and a senior citizen vampire, Stephanie s life...
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Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a

Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to inform you that this is actually the
greatest publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Dem a r cus Ullr ich-- Dem a r cus Ullr ich
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